Gambling marketing bans in professional sports neglect the risks posed by financial trading apps and cryptocurrencies.
Introduction

Professional sports have in recent years become increasingly intertwined with gambling marketing, especially in countries such as Australia, Spain, and the UK. Even Formula 1 racing, which used to be closely associated with tobacco sponsorship, announced in 2021 an agreement to have an official betting sponsor. However, as happened previously with tobacco sponsorship, some policymakers and regulators have started to take legal action with gambling marketing restrictions. In Italy, gambling advertising and sponsorship are now prohibited. In Spain, gambling sponsorship of sports teams is prohibited, whilst advertising is prohibited except between 1:00AM–5:00AM, thus effectively banning commercially viable gambling marketing through sports. The UK is currently considering a sponsorship ban in sports. Although these regulatory actions may have improved consumer protection against gambling harms, a closer examination of recent developments in the top men’s soccer leagues of these three countries reveals an emerging trend toward sponsorship from two gambling-like industries that are unaffected by these legal bans: financial trading apps and cryptocurrencies. Consumers are becoming increasingly exposed to the marketing of these
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gambling-like products through sports contexts, and these products could pose similar risks to gambling or even additional, unique risks.

**Emergence of financial trading apps and cryptocurrencies**

A new generation of mobile phone apps is making it easier than ever before to trade not only on the stock market, but also on complex financial securities such as ‘options’ and ‘contracts for difference.’ These apps can be significantly ‘gamified,’\(^{10}\) featuring flashing colors and congratulatory messages reminiscent of those used on electronic gambling machines.\(^{11}\) However, the ease of trading on these apps can have practical downsides and pose potential harms to consumers because people with problem gambling symptoms are more likely than others to frequently trade both stocks\(^{12}\) and complex securities.\(^{13}\) Disclosures from the European Union’s financial regulator revealed that 74%–89% of contract for difference investors lose money,\(^{14}\) thus demonstrating that this financial product is not profitable for most people—just like gambling. Indeed, these products can even pose unique risks to consumers, such as the risk of losing more than your initial deposit in contract for difference trading—a risk that is not present with gambling where only up to the value of the stake (i.e., ‘initial deposit’) can potentially be lost.\(^{15}\)
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Some financial trading apps even enable trading in volatile cryptocurrencies. Even the oldest and most stable cryptocurrency, Bitcoin, which is approximately 10 years old, has lost up to 20% of its value in a single day, comparable to the worst overall daily loss in the US stock market’s entire history. Research has found that cryptocurrency traders are likely to have problem gambling symptoms, and has identified psychological similarities between cryptocurrency trading and online sports betting. The academic literature thus shows converging trends between gambling and both financial trading and cryptocurrencies.

**Current sponsorship patterns in European men’s soccer**

A closer examination of the main shirt sponsors of men’s soccer clubs in the top divisions of Spain and Italy (for the 2021/2022 season) reveals why this convergence might be an issue. Six out of 20 current Spanish La Liga teams previously had gambling sponsors, which have now been removed following the recent ban, and are currently without main shirt sponsors. However, two clubs, including the reigning champions Atlético Madrid, and Sevilla, both of which also competed prominently in European competition in the previous season, have financial trading apps as shirt sponsors (one of which focuses on contracts for difference, whilst the other offers a broader range of investments including cryptocurrencies). Another club, Valencia, is sponsored by ‘fan tokens,’ a volatile digital asset providing fans with voting rights on minor club issues such as which song will play as the team goes onto
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the pitch, and which can only be bought with cryptocurrency. In Italy, four out of 20 clubs in Serie A are currently without main shirt sponsors. One club, Atalanta, is sponsored by a contract for difference provider; another, Inter Milan, is sponsored by a cryptocurrency-based fan token; and a third, Roma, is sponsored by a cryptocurrency-based company. Financial trading apps and cryptocurrencies are already partly inhabiting the space left by the legal bans on gambling sponsors in Spain and Italy, and this trend is likely to continue.

In the men’s English Premier League, where a gambling sponsorship ban has not yet been enacted, seven out of 20 clubs are (for the current 2021/2022 season) sponsored by gambling operators approved by the national gambling regulator. This rate of 35% of clubs with gambling logos on the front of their shirts is below the average seen in recent years. However, additionally, one club, Leicester, is sponsored by a financial trading app, whilst two other clubs, Southampton and Watford, are sponsored by cryptocurrency gambling operators, which allow for bets to be made in a range of cryptocurrencies. These two latter clubs with cryptocurrency gambling sponsors were not included when counting the aforementioned seven clubs with approved gambling sponsors, because cryptocurrency gambling is not even legal in the UK, and a visitor to these sites with a UK-based IP address will be unable to place any bets. Cryptocurrency gambling operators are thought to be using English soccer as an advertising platform because of its appeal in overseas markets such as China, where cryptocurrency can be used to overcome a wide-ranging ban on gambling. Although these gambling platforms are not legal in the UK, they may nonetheless help to normalize the use of cryptocurrencies in that country through their prominent presence at
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mainstream sporting events. One of these clubs, Watford, even has the logo of the meme cryptocurrency ‘Dogecoin’ on its sleeves,\(^26\) as a further demonstration of the growing presence of cryptocurrencies in the sports sponsorship space. Financial trading apps and cryptocurrencies can compete directly with gambling operators for sponsorship of teams in the world’s most watched professional sporting league, even without a gambling sponsorship ban yet in place.

**Conclusion**

Regulators and policymakers contemplating gambling marketing restrictions should consider the potential risks posed by financial trading apps and cryptocurrencies. It is possible that the restriction of gambling marketing, but not marketing from these gambling-like industries, could help to legitimize the use of these products by making them appear either less risky or more acceptable than gambling. The banning of gambling shirt sponsors removes competition from this marketplace, and therefore potentially enables more financial trading apps and cryptocurrency-based ventures to invest in this marketing strategy. Indeed, financial trading apps and cryptocurrencies may have fewer harm reduction features than those available in gambling, such as self-exclusion schemes.\(^27\) Additionally, financial trading apps and cryptocurrencies have other ways of increasing the consumers’ potential for loss compared to gambling: for example, a greater proportion of the population could engage with these products than with gambling, and people may be willing to risk more money when ‘investing’ via these products than would risk when ‘gambling’ (because of how the risk-taking behavior is ‘framed’ to the consumers).\(^28\)


cryptocurrencies are more recent inventions than gambling, thus making it harder to predict the range of potential harms that they could pose to consumers in the future.

In conclusion, gambling marketing restrictions in professional sports are likely helping the growth of financial trading app and cryptocurrency by affording them a cheaper and less competitive advertising space, and may be legitimizing these products to a wide-range of audiences and exposing consumers to potential harms. Regulators should consider how these emerging gambling-like products can have overlapping risk profiles with gambling, and can even pose additional, unique risks to consumers that are not present in gambling. Researchers should continue investigating these emerging industries to allow policymakers to base their decisions off of the best information possible.